7.2 Best Practices

1. Formation of Jharkhand College parents forum.

College has a good practice of maintaining parents forum. Through this forum a
regular get together programme is organized. Parents of this locality are much
aware to know the progress of their ward. Although this area is remote village area
but the environment of getting higher education is good. Students come regular and
discuss their problem with the teacher. If they face any problem in getting proper
course or competitive exam, they convey this to their parents.
College management take most of the decision regarding enhancement in fee,
improvement in any facility , ex cursion tour or introduction of any course in
parents- teachers- students meeting . Thus parents are active in all activities and
sent suggestions time to time. For better results they always put their ward’s
problem.

Recently a parent teacher meeting was arranged by the parent teacher committee
on 27/07/2018. This meeting was conducted for the sem- I, II, III students.
Principal with some H.O.Ds presented a PPT for sharing academic , sports &
cultural events taken place in the Institution in the last 3-4 months. This was
followed by A very cordial interactive session between the teachers and parents
regarding performance of the students.
Most of the time parents give positive feedback regarding the activities and
facilities provided by the college on very special day. Next parent, teacher’s
meeting date was announced. After thanks giving speech by co-ordinator the
meeting was ended up.

The next parent teacher meeting for the session 2018-21 of sem-IV ,V, VI students
took place on 28-08-2018 in Binod Bihari Mahto seminar hall. More than 100
parents attended the meeting. The NAAC co-ordinator Dr. Sujit Kumar Mathur
gave the inaugural speech & introduces all the teachers concerned . The parents
were allowed to meet the teacher for the their wards attendance & performance.
Dr. Mathur elaborated his speech & put the preparation going on for the
accreditation from NAAC for next cycle-II and requested parents to co-operate.
When their help will be needed, parents assured him for the same.
The parents gave a very good feedback for the programme as well as about the
participation of faculty staff in all the academic as well as co-curricular activities
and also appreciated teacher ward system. At last principal scouted all the parents
towards refreshment room.

2. Formation of scholarship fund for students , teachers, non-teaching.

Jharkhand College , Dumri , Giridih is permanently affiliated college under Vinoba
Bhave University , Hazaribag. College is situated in rural Area. Most of the
students belong to remote area where sources of income for their parents are very
low. They even can’t effort the food for two times. In these circumstances college
co-operate fully to these students and allow them to take admission in either
affordable charges or at free. After getting admission they are eligible to get
financial assistance from the central govt. , state govt. If any one can not eligible
to get these assistance college provide them 40% to 75% scholarship in fee. For
providing the scholarship a committee has been formed who offer application for
the students & fix an eligibility for getting this facility. Eligible candidate if found
fit , allowed to avail this facility.
The objective of the scholarship scheme is to provide the facility to most trodden
students of this area. Which is also an objective shown in the college constitute.
Which have already shown in SSR presented before the NAAC for accreditation.

College maintain the National merit scholarship scheme. In this scheme there is a
provision of providing scholarship to those students who are brilliant but poor. In
addition a scheme of scholarship at the secondary stage for talented children from
rural areas. Which was introduced by the deptt. of education in 1971-72. It was
available to talented but poor students from rural area. These two schemes were
merged and a single scheme namely the national merit scholarship schme was
established by deptt. of education for implementation from 2005-06.students apply
online to avail this & the amount separately transferred into their accounts.
College committee for scholarship made decision for allocating this fund according
to the application submitted. They divide the no. of students by total fund allotted
then come to a decision of admission for providing this facility. They also allot
another fund for socially backward students and after categorizing them they are
provided by this facility.
After all scheme has been implemented successfully in the institution and not
grievance regarding this has been coming so far.

